
NEXTMOVE WEB BASED USER INTERFACE

Main Control Page 
contains 7 Control 
Panels which are 
detailed on the 

remaining slides. 
Control panels are:

Manual Controls

GEO Position

Fixed & Program Track 
Database

GPS/Target Location

Auto Peak

Operating Mode

Local Map



Manual Control Panel

Switch between 
step and slew 

function

Arrows provide
Step Direction

Change Step Size in
Degrees

Stow Positioner in 
transit 

configuration

Manual Controls
In Slew Mode

Individual slider
bars to change the 
speed of each axis

Change the speed 
of each axis of 

motion

Emergency Stop 
button to stop all 
movement and 
place in standby

Manual Controls
With Speed 

Control Open



GEO and Pedestal Position Control Panel

Displays current 
Azimuth angle

Blue bars indicate
Full range of 

motion for each 
axis and its 

current location 
with reference to 

limit

Axis Active LED’s
Green when in 

motion, red when in 
standby

Position Angles displayed with 
reference to

Global Environmental Outlook 
(GEO)

Position Angles displayed with 
reference to pedestal center of 

travel range 

Displays current 
Elevation angle

Entry Box to
Enter an Azimuth 

Command

Entry Box to
Enter an Elevation 

Command

Switch between 
GEO and Pedestal 
frame of reference

Execute a 
commanded

Position entry

Store an Az/EL pair in the pointing 
database. The pair will store as a 
GEO position when in GEO and 

Pedestal Position when in 
Pedestal



Stored Locations and Program Track Database

Upload recent TLE 
files for program 

track

Store and recall Fixed Locations: 
Az/El Ped Position, Az/El GEO 

Position, Satellite Slot Location, 
Az/El GEO Location LAT/LONG/ALT

Download and 
upload stored 

locations

Store and recall NORAD Two Line 
Element Sets for Program 

Tracking Satellites

Upload window for TLE Files allows tools to delete old files, select format, review,
and upload.



GPS Location and Target Location 

GPS/Target Location in Terrestrial mode is for auto 
pointing to LAT/Long Targets. Displays positioners 

current coordinates and allows entry of user Target 
Coordinates. Target Coordinates may be loaded by 

manual entry, right clicking on location using map, or 
selecting from stored database

GPS/Target Location in Satellite Slow mode is for auto 
pointing to satellite slot locations. Displays positioners 

current coordinates and allows entry of user Target 
slot. Target slots may be loaded by manual entry, or 

selecting from stored database

Switch between 
Terrestrial and Satellite 

slot Targets

Switch between 
Satellite Slot and 

Terrestrial Targets

Command to Target 
Coordinates

Store a current slot or 
LAT/Long/Alt to 

datebase



Auto Peak and Auto Peak Settings

Indicates if radio 
is connected or if 
Peak or scan is in 

progress. 

The Auto Peak Settings allows for setup of the Radio and allows the operator scan size 
and peak size based on the beam width of antenna used with the positioner. The 

Threshold Repeak tool allows the operator to set up a trigger point to automatically 
repeak a radio link

Auto Peak Control Panel Provides ability to Scan 
and Peak or Peak only using closed loop signal 
strength from Commercial LOS radios, Satellite 

Modems, Beacon Receivers, Spectrum Analyzers, 
or Software Defined Radios

Message status
window provides 
current peak or 

scan state such as 
“Peaking” or 
“Scanning”



Operating Modes

Operating Mode provides the current mode of 
operation



Map Window

The MAP window requires an Internet Connection. The MAP window uses Google maps and the on board GPS to place the 
positioner in its current location. The blue line shows the current heading or Azimuth angle.An operator may click anywhere on the 

map and command the positioner to that given location. 



RF Mapping Window

The RF Mapping tool draws a heat map during a scan by recording position and signal 
strength values during a scan. The example below shows a 6 degree scan. Once a scan is 

complete the user may right click at any point and select to “store” or “go to” the recorded 
location.



System Settings

System Settings
control button
located in the 

upper left corner 
of user interface

“System” tab allows user to name the 
unit, change limits, and assign an

Auxiliary Axis if applicable. Serial no, 
Model Name, and SW version are 

displayed

“Status” tab allows user to update 
software version

“Network” tab allows user to change 
IP Address, Subnet Mask, and 

Gateway

“Serial” tab allows user to change 
address and baud rate of external 

serial port

“Users” tab allows user to manage 
accounts and add additional users or 

change the password of existing users


